Introduction

- Our client, Christine Link-Owens asked us to upgrade and modify their website at gilesanimalrescue.org running Drupal.

- Goals of this project are to make the changes needed by Christine and to help Giles Animal Rescue operate on their own.
Drupal 7

Problems about Drupal
Security problems
How to change themes and interface
Adoptable Animals

These animals are currently available for adoption. To adopt, see the adoption procedures.
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Mocha
Age: 1 year old
Species: Dog
Sex: female
Status: adoptable-foster
Breed: Yorkshire Terrier
Adopt!
Read more 10 reads

Trained, Shepherd Mix
Name: Blue
Species: Dog
Sex: male
Status: adoptable-foster
Breed: Shepherd/HuskyBl
Adopt!
Read more 12 reads

Puppies
Name: Rex
Age: all ages
Species: Dog
Sex: male
Status: adoptable-at-risk
Breed: Mix and Pure Breed
Adopt!
Read more 6 reads

LOST small grey poodle in Newport

Name: Miro
Status: Lost
Sex: Female
Breed: Poodle
Description: Miro, a small grey poodle, was lost around Speace Run Road in Newport on 6/25. Please contact Gilles Animal Rescue at gillesanimalrescue@gmail.com if found.

LOST BEAGLE: please help us bring her home!

Status: Lost
Age: 2 years old
Sex: Female
Breed: Beagle
Description: A beagle went missing from the Sheep springs/Gigaton area on 4-3-14. The...
PayPal

In Honor Of/Memorials

When sending a donation, you may designate in honor of someone or a pet. You may email photos to gilesanimalrescue@gmail.com.

Links
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In Memory of Fred Pope
Joann & Samuel Woolwine

In Memory of Palis
In memory of Palis, a sweet loving dog that I will never forget. I'm glad she found love, and now
Paypal Problem

Request from our client

**Donation Form**
- Name
- Address
- Email
- Purpose of Donation
- Amount of donation

**Email to Site Owner**
- Name
- Address
- Email
- Purpose of Donation
- Amount of Donation

- Integration with outside service
- Security concerns?
- Incompatible version of modules
Our solution

**Donation Form**
- Name
- Address
- Email
- Purpose of Donation

**Transaction result**
- Amount of Donation

**Email to Site Owner**
- Name
- Email
- Purpose of Donation
Workload of Each Task
Plan for the rest of the semester

- Update site operational manual and development manual
- Explain our clients how to use the new features
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